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Subject: [c-a] Canopy Covers, Summary 
Date: Sat, 1 Apr 2000 22: 13: 32 -0500 

From: Stet Elliott <flyez@earthlink.net> 
To: '"Canard Aviators"' <canard-aviators@canard.com> 

[The Canard Aviators's Mailing list] 

Thanks for all the information on covers. I called around and this is 
what I found out: 

Bruce and Debbie Elkind 
No longer in the EZ cover business. 

Bruce Custom Covers 
98 9 E California Ave 
Sunnyvale, Ca 94086 
800 777 6405 
Appears to be more of a year-round cover than a travelling type. Not 
canvas, but seems too bulky and heavy for a travelling cover. Cost 
$385.00 

Custom Cabin Covers 
P.O. Box 77031 
Ocala, FL 34477 
Phone/FAX : ( 352) 2 37-1811 
A canvas cover suitable for year-round use. 
for a travelling cov er. Cost about $118. 00. 
won't fit on an airplane with a 3 blade prop . 

Dorothy Dickey 
(520) 685- 3148 

mreracer@primenet.com 

Seems too bul ky and heav y 
Covers tail to spinner and 

A lightweight nylon cov er that goes from nose to the back edge of the 
cowling . Weight is about 2 lbs. She'll make your choice of carrying 
bags for the cover - a round one that measures about 12" x 8" or a flat 
one that can fit behind an EZ seat cushion. A one color cover is about 
$ 225.00 and a two color is about $250. 00. She'll send photos via email. 

Since I was looking for a lightweight cover just for overnighters, I'll 
probably order one of Dorothy 's cov ers. 

Stet Elliott 
flyez@earthlink.net 
Long-EZ N321EF 
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-For details on sponsors of this list, c opyrights, and how to remove 
-yourself from this list, please visit: 

http : //www . canard . com/canard-aviator-sponsors . html 
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